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The Greens Cookbook is that rarity, a book that truly represents a revolution in

cooking.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Here are the recipes that helped to create the boldly original and highly successful

Greens Restaurant on San Francisco Bay.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Not only for vegetarians, this book caters to

everyone who seeks delight in cooking and eating.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Using an extraordinary range of fresh

ingredients in imaginative and delicious ways, it shows how to present a feast for the eyes as well

as for the palate.The Greens Cookbook contains more than 260 recipes for all seasons, all

occasions, all tastes.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â From bright, simple salads to beautifully spiralled roulades, here is a

provocative, sophisticated and varied fare, dedicated to elegance and balance, taste and texture,

color and freshness.The Greens Cookbook presents everything you need to know to create and

enjoy at home meals that draw rave reviews in the restaurant.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Inside you will find: Inspiring

menus for spring, summer, winter, fall.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Everything from easy-to-prepare dishes for two to

meals for a gala feast.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The first guide to selecting wines with vegetable

dishes.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Glossaries of unfamiliar ingredients and useful kitchen equipment.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â A

generous and encouraging text that helps develop your skill and self-expression as a

cook.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Insightful professional tips heading each recipe, and much more.
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Packed with recipes from the boldly original and highly successful Greens Restaurant in San

Francisco that regularly please vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike, Greens is this cook's

personal favorite cookbook. From New Potato and Grilled Pepper Pizza to Zuni Stew, these recipes

are consistently innovative and delicious. --MTB "I consider Greens to be the ultimate vegetarian



restaurant. The cuisine is elegant, inspiring, and astonishingly creative. Many of us have long

awaited this major event in cookbook publishing. Congratulations!" --Mollie Katzen,  Moosewood

Cookbook

The founding chef of the Zen Center of San Francisco's Greens Restaurant tantalizes readers with

more than 275 stellar vegetarian recipes. Drawing upon a variety of traditionsSouthern France and

Italy, Asia, Mexico and the American SouthwestMadison encourages the use of fresh vegetables,

herbs and spices, quality oils and other staples, the building of flavors with stocks and the

harmonizing of tastes, textures and colors. Mealtimes will be vibrant, sensory celebrations when

readers serve up Mexican vegetable soup with lime and avocado, red and yellow pepper tart,

goat-cheese pizza with red onions and green olives, zucchini-and-basil filo with pine nuts, blueberry

cream-cheese tart and Brazilian chocolate cake. A cornucopia of seasonal menus, extensive

directions, wine suggestions, and glossaries of kitchen equipment and ingredients enhance this

superior collection. Brown wrote The Tassajara Bread Book, etc. Illustrations not seen by PW.

Copyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc.

We are fortunate to live close to San Francisco and have been to Greens several times, so when I

saw the cookbook, I had to have it. I have used and enjoyed it since 1987. Everything I have ever

cooked from it is fabulous. A special favorite is the leek and mustard tart. I'm on .com today

because I served the tart to my sister-in-law and niece last month and they asked me to send them

not just the recipe but the cookbook.The recipes are complex and have a lot of ingredients, but that

is what makes them taste so wonderful.. Don't leave anything out! Fortunately here in California the

ingredients are all available at our neighborhood grocery. My husband jokes that even the most

simple recipe in the book takes at least an hour to prepare, and it's true. You think, "This looks

simple; it can't take very long," then it does take very long. But it's worth it. By the way, my husband

is able to use the book just fine, and he is definitely a novice cook.Believe it or not, my husband and

I have been to France and Italy, and nothing we ate there was as good as the recipes in this book.

We also enjoy the cookbook Fields of Green by Anne Sommerville, (who took over Greens aftrer

Deborah Madison left, I think), but this is our favorite of the two. Happy cooking! Happy eating!

I have been to The Greens Restaurant in San Francisco a number of times since 1991, including

one special occasion: my best friend's wedding reception in 1996. The restaurant is superb, one of

the best in SF and in any city! My husband turned me on to the cook book back in 1992, and since



then we refer to it more often than The Joy of Cooking. Our favorite recipes include the mushroom

pizza with jack and dry jack cheese, and the mushroom lazagne. These are not beginner's recipes,

but the directions are easy to follow if you're familiar with all the standard cooking techniques. The

recipes are out of this world!I personally am not a vegetarian, but these recipes take your

vegetables and taste buds beyond your wildest dreams. I would recommend this cook book to

anyone who likes cooking and eating fine food. If you're looking for easy recipes that take 10

minutes, you'll have to settle for hamburger helper or kraft macaroni and cheese... this is not the

place for you! But if you love cooking and love trying new recipes, this is one to add to your

collection.

I am a vegetarian (since 1977), and am thrilled out of my mind to find an elegant restaurant for even

non-veggie people to enjoy vegetarianly! A fine Bay Area destination.Since I am such a fan of the

restaurant, and fancy myself quite the gourmet and gourmand, it is wonderful to have this recipe

book in my arsenal.I could not be happier!

This is a classic, vegetarian cuisine, elevated to haute cuisine

Love this cookbook. Tried a few of the recipes and they all turned out great!

This is my second vegetarian cookbook from Deborah Madison. I hosted a dinner party and had

invited an avid hunter. Although I haven't changed his eating, he said the Artichoke and mushroom

filo dough ranked up there on his favorites. Thank you Deborah for helping my family eat better!!!!

Every recipe I tried from this book is sublime. Its fantastic when I want to make something truly

gourmet from fresh homegrown or farmer's market produce. As other reviewers have said, the

recipes are time consuming, not for everyday use, but for special meals.

Wonderful vegetarian recipes. Use it all the time. A great compliment to non-vegetarian meals, also.

Buy this book, you wont' regret it.
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